INTRODUCTION
is more, the very first poems he wrote, even prior to the Book of Poems,
coincided chronologically with a play that was left half-finished. It was
an ingenious play, romantic, with an historical setting, abounding in
sonorous tirades, out of which I still remember a stray verse or other - a
very bad play and one which to me, then, seemed a great one.
All of this material from adolescence, abundant though it was, has
been lost. I now fear that in this loss the poet's hand may have had a
part.
If this first play to which I refer deserved to be lost, not so with all the
poems. Many were not inferior to those included in his first book.
There was in particular the one he called Book of Suites, of which I re-
member as one of the best the 'Suite of the Clocks' - their muffled
echoes reach as far as If Five Years Pass. If my memory does not betray
me, fragments out of this suite and out of others passed into later poems.
We may say, then, that his theatre is simultaneous with his poetry.
The need for dramatic expression was as pressing in him as the need for
lyric expression. Not to accept his dramatic forms as a basic need of his
poetic expression would be as much as to say that after his success in the
theatre he might have abandoned lyric poetry. We know that after The
House ofBernarda Alba he wrote a book of sonnets for the purpose of
acquiring discipline after the free forms of his last book of poems. These
sonnets are today lost. The original manuscript was in tlje hands of a
friend who died fighting at the front during the Civil War.
It has been said that Federico, better than other poets of his generation,
represents the Spanish in poetry. Perhaps this national character is the
clearer defined because of his dramatic roots, his vocation of identifying
himself with the impulses of his country's people. Even his little songs
many times take on, in mysterious and unanalysable ways, the profound
voices of the earth. His poetry may not be separated from his drama.
And both are sustained by a certain breath which is part of the epic, of
the nationally representative. In this sense, the family of Camborios,
Yerma, or the horseman out of * Cordoba, distant and lonely', all have
the same character of tragic fatum, of being 'marked', to say it in a
Spanish way. The same way in which the poet was marked, and counter-
proved with his life his work's true authenticity.
These popular essences, which give fragrance to his lyric poetry with
an unmistakable stamp, are perhaps what will in a final sense also make
his theatre endure. Let me explain that I take the word popular in a much
wider sense than that which means purely folklore. I have already referred
to an epic tendency, without which his Gypsy Balladeer, for example,
missing the last few pages, has recently been found and was published by
Seeker and Warburg in Five Plays, 1965.
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